[Possibilities of modern echocardiographic technologies in the early diagnosis of the cardiotoxic effect of chemotherapy drugs anthracycline series in cancer patients].
Chronic heart failure following chemotherapy for cancer is a relevant issue of an adverse cardiovascular prognosis and premature death in cancer patients. This category of patients requires thorough and chronic monitoring of the cardiovascular system, prevention and treatment of cardiovascular complications of chemotherapy, such as IHD, systolic or diastolic myocardial dysfunction, arterial or pulmonary hypertension, pulmonary thromboembolism, pericarditis, stroke, and peripheral vascular disease. However, many aspects of this important interdisciplinary issue presently remain understudied. For instance, it is still impossible to predict long-term consequences of chemotherapy for cancer and development of the associated cardiovascular complications listed above. Baseline evaluation of the risk for cardiovascular complications is a major component in management of such patients. High-risk patients need an individual, detailed schedule of cardiovascular treatment throughout and after the course of chemotherapy. Furthermore, early detection of subclinical myocardial dysfunction is critical for prevention of the most threatening cardiovascular complications of chemotherapy, CHF. Detecting impaired LV EF following chemotherapy is, unfortunately, only a late predictor of irreversible changes, such as toxic cardiomyopathy and clinically pronounced, rapidly progressing CHF. Markers of myocardial injury, high-sensitivity troponins and natriuretic peptides, in combination with up-to-date EchoCG technologies have been recently used. Their use, for instance, for evaluation of LV myocardial global longitudinal strain to detect early, reversible changes in structure and mechanics of the myocardium is promising for ultimate improvement of prediction for such patients.